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The year 2019/20 has seen many changes across the Reserve. Capital Infrastructure Works
undertaken through Litchfield Council and the NTG $2 Million Grant, Board investment in
securing more reliable sourcing, and delivery of water across the reserve, and of course
there was the challenges we all experienced through the initial COVID-19 restrictions and
the staged lifting of these restrictions.
There was the Litchfield Council review in the Governance arrangement between the
Council and the Fred’s Pass Sports & Recreational Reserve Management Board
(FPSRRMB) which I believe was beneficial to both parties. With several strong and agreed
recommendations being proposed and accepted by Council.
We lost a few Board Members, gained some new ones, and saw several user groups also
make changes across their committees.
We managed through it all to hold 2 Board / User Group meetings in the first and third
quarters. Which I personally found invaluable as we continue to grow in numbers across the
Reserve, whilst in some areas re-aligning operational objectives and requirements.

Capital Infrastructure
The area of works detailed in the $2 Million Grant awarded started to reach completion over
the last 12 months.
Certification of Buildings across the Reserve - $115,000.00
Great work has been done in this area with only a small handful of buildings still
requiring certification. The current Fire Main upgrade recently awarded will finalise
certification to the Market Shed and complete the NT Fire section requirements for full
certification of the Maley Pavilion.
The “Cottage” upgrade scope is being finalised, with the Board looking into funding this to
provide a coded permanent office area to operate from.
The other main structure requiring certification is the community hall. Initial costings have to
date, come in at a prohibitive value.
Cricket Club Changerooms $500,000.00
Theses changerooms were completed in
May of this year and were used
throughout the Cricket Season. They are
currently being used by of AFL during
their season.
Part of this development was the
installation of a Grid Connected, 3 Phase
7kW Solar Power Array. The first on the
Reserve. Offsetting the running costs of
the Air Conditioning, and soon to be installed fans, installed for the comfort of Players and
Supporters at the facility.
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Fred’s Pass Reserve Workshop Shed - $135,000.00
Completed early 2020, located in the operational workshop facility, this has been
exceptionally valuable in offering greater security, storage and undercover protection for the
Reserve’s materials, plant and equipment.

Road Networks and Carpark
Upgrades - $760,000.00
The extension of the road
network from the centre road,
through to Soccer and the
entrance to Rugby Union was a
long overdue upgrade. The
additional works undertaken on
sealing carparks and providing
railing, kerbing, signage,
pedestrian crossing and speed
management devices such as
speed bumps has provided a
safer environment for all users.
This scope of work saw the complete expenditure of this funding, however ongoing
additional sourcing of funding is continuing to allow further works in the future.
Equine Facilities Upgrade - $380,000.00
These works are ongoing, with the completion to date of the construction and hand-over of
the new Show Jumping storage shed. Located adjacent to the previous storage sheds at the
school end of the centre road.
The contract for the relocation and upgrade of the wash-bays near the Indoor Arena carpark
has been awarded and works are ongoing. The fabrication of the new framework is near
completion and concrete works are due to start shortly.
The Contract for the lighting upgrade on the Main Arena is
about to be awarded and works are expected to commence
soon and be completed prior to the start of the 2021 equine
season.
The Carpark Upgrade design has yet to be completed but
design works are continuing. The removal / relocation of the old Show Jumping Club shed
will be part of these works.
Additional Funding
Additional Funding to assist the completion of some of these projects has been secured. The
Board will relay any additional information as it becomes available.
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Board Investment
Over the past 12 months, the Board has delivered several upgrades and projects involving
infrastructure across the reserve. We finalised the de-silting of the lake, completed the
extensions on the sprinkler system on the Rugby League main field, lifted, serviced and
where required replaced all of the bores across the reserve.
We installed meters to capture the amount of water usage we draw on each year. Tested
and viewed the bore casings which unfortunately highlighted the upcoming requirement to
replace maybe 2 bores as their casings continue to corrode.
Then most recently we undertook the installation of a new sprinkler system on the AFL Oval
during July.
You would have noticed the ongoing theme in these upgrades. Water sourcing and delivery
is likely the most pressing issue we have across the reserve. The de-silting gave us an
estimated increase of 1.8 million litres of water in the lake’s capacity. The sprinkler systems
installed at Rugby League and AFL provide a more efficient delivery system requiring
minimal labour hours. These are the key factors we use to assist us in our decision of which
facility gets the next available investment.
We as a Board applaud all the user groups out there successfully applying for grants to
deliver various upgrades to the areas covered in your licence to occupy. We welcome all
applications to us requesting if we can assist through in-kind support or some funding to
assist as Dollar-for-Dollar.
We would love nothing more than to be able to help, however our funding is also largely tied
to the delivery of services under our agreement with Litchfield Council. Please understand
that most of the time we will not be in a position to provide assistance, but where we can, we
most definitely will.
As a demonstration of how active many of the user groups are in this area, The Board
provided 28 letters of support or approval, for grant funding to assist facilitate projects
undertaken across the Reserve.
Away from the playing fields, The Board and Operations have this year begun an overhaul of
our presence on the internet. We have re-engaged a presence on social media platforms
and are continuing to redesign a more interactive Webpage for both user groups and the
general public to access, and through the Operations office, post notices etc. outlining
upcoming events. Additionally, we have begun transferring many of our documents and
policies from the old hard copy filing system onto secure electronic systems.

COVID-19
In many ways we were fortunate with COVID-19. The timing didn’t
effect the wet season sports, and really just delayed the start of most
seasons. Through works behind the scenes from several parties
including Litchfield Council and NTG, we were able to maintain
access to the reserve for all community members to exercise
themselves and their animals.
I thank and acknowledge Scott and his team’s ongoing work through
this time to maintain the cleanliness and overall presentation of the
reserve. The fortunate side effect of limited people being able to access the reserve, was
that the staff had an opportunity to do a lot of early dry season work across the reserve,
without the normal heavy interaction with both user groups and the general public.
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It also afforded an opportunity to carry out the more
intrusive maintenance such as tree lopping, bore
servicing and several areas of the Capital
Infrastructure works to be carried out without
impacting on the user groups as heavily as would
normally have been the case.
We the Board wish to both congratulate and thank all
of the user groups who found a way to not only
navigate through the trying times from March to June,
but somehow found a way to accommodate greatly
increased participation numbers when sporting club
activities were again allowed to commence.
The number of members and participants I saw at Show Jumping, Polocrosse, Athletics,
Football (Soccer), League, the Markets, to just name a few, when the restrictions were lifted
were extraordinary. Yet you all managed the situations and not only delivered the
opportunity for your members to participate but did so with minimal fuss.

Board Changes
In the lead up to and during the course of the last AGM, we
saw the exiting of two members who had been involved in the
board for several years. One of which was the Chair. With
Judy’s and Sue’s exit not only lost experienced and long term
members, we were also left with 2 vacant positions.
In December we reached out to several external organisations
in search for interested people to fill the two vacant “appointed”
positions on the Board. We were fortunate to receive an
application from an outstanding and experienced person. We
soon welcomed Belinda Howie to the Board who brought a
wealth of knowledge across several areas.
Unfortunately, soon after this, we lost another valued and
skilled member of the Board in Emma. This put us back to two members short, again we
reached out to several organisations which assist boards find members, and this time were
received three outstanding nominations. We met as a Board and looked through the skills
and settled on where we felt we required the most assistance. Through this process we were
fortunate to gain the input, views and values of both Roxsean Edwards and Anna McGill.
Providing us with a full Board for the first time in nearly twelve months.
Through this we have also had another new member of the Board, Silke Maynard from
Litchfield Council has been an active “Observer” at our meetings since late 2019. Whilst not
being able to vote on decisions, her openness, knowledge and guidance in all areas has
been a great asset to the Board during this time.
User Group Board/Committee Changes
We have seen several significant changes over the past 12 months in the names and
positions of people involved in the user groups. At last count, in the past year we have seen
this voting in of seven new Presidents / Chairs, equal numbers of Vice Presidents,
Treasurer’s and Secretaries, and countless changes in general committee members.
To those who are no longer standing in their previous roles, The Board and I thankyou for
your tireless and often thankless work, and I have no doubt, knowing several of you
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personally, that you left the organisation in a far stronger position that it was before you got
involved.
To those who have taken up the roles, I welcome and also thank you for being willing to be
invested and engaged in your committees. We look forward to working with you when ever
required.
2019/20 Board Member Experience and Training.
A full list of Current Board Members is attached to this report as a separate document

Governance Review
As mentioned in Judy Cole’s report last AGM, mid last year Litchfield Council moved to
undergo a review into the Governance arrangement between Litchfield Council and
FPSRRMB.
Members of the Reference Group were sourced from several areas. It was Chaired by an
independent organisation and engaged people not only from Council and the FPSRRMB,
but also a member of the Litchfield Shire community, the Dept. of Tourism, Sport and Culture
and Fred’s Pass Reserve User Groups.
The Review commenced in March at Council Chambers, then moved to Zoom Meetings
where it only took me 3 meetings to workout how to activate the camera on my laptop.
We managed to gather again in person one last time as we finalised the recommendations
that would be presented to the Council.
Together with the Litchfield Council, The FPSRRMB developed Actions out of these
recommendations from the Reference Group. and these have been formally accepted by
both the Board and Council. These were then presented to Council in September, where
they endorsed the recommendations before them.
In October, the FPSRRMB formally adopted the AICD Governance Principles at our monthly
meeting, and these principles will help form the framework for continuing discussions
between us and Litchfield Council.
The next stage is set to continue through to April 2021, when much of the finer detail will be
worked through in the form of MOU’s and KPI’s.
The deliverables from these actions will include:
-

The first Funding Agreement between Council and Freds Pass
A Memorandum of Understanding that will strengthen the relationship between both
organisations.
A board remuneration policy to retain qualified board members.
A review of position descriptions for staff employed by Freds Pass, including a
secretarial support to the board.
Concept Plan templates and procedures for User Groups to plan the future for their
clubs and maintain the FPSRR Master Plan

Board / User Group Meetings
As mentioned, this year saw 2 quarterly meetings between User Group representatives and
the Board. The first meeting in February was held at the Beehive, which saw only 8 user
groups attend. We largely discussed changes on the Board make-up over the Christmas and
New Year period.
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We discussed expected events happening across the reserve over the next few months and
the coming seasons for most attendees. Also discussed was the upcoming Infrastructure
works across the Reserve, and what provisions would bee in place to minimise the impact of
these works on the operations of the User Groups. As it turned out, we need not have
worried as the next 3 months only allowed limited use on the Reserve as the bulk of the
works were undertaken.
In early October we met again for a more lengthy meeting. Copies of the minutes from this
meeting were discussed at Thursday evening Board Meeting, and will be forwarded to all
user groups primary email address for reading and feedback from those that were present.

Summation and Thankyou
As I started saying … it’s been a big year, and I have many people to thank and
acknowledge.
Firstly, I must thank all the Member Groups. We don’t always see eye to eye, and I know
sometimes you are not happy with answers or outcomes you receive. But through all the
sighs, hands on hips, 4 page emails, raised voices and eye rolling, and that’s just Danilla, in
the end I genuinely believe there is respect from all sides. We all have a passion for what we
do and where we do it, and without each of you this Reserve is not what it is today.
To Scott and his staff, I made mention earlier about the presentation of the Reserve. Looking
at user group numbers alone, in excess of 1500 people use this reserve on multiple
occasions each week. Add this to the maintenance of the plant, equipment and playing
surfaces used across seasons and what you give us is first rate. I have lost count of the
number of times this year I received positive comments on the state of the Reserve. This
doesn’t happen without you, your staff and the way you invest yourselves into this facility,
the pride you take in your work and skill and passion you have in your profession. For this
we all thank you.
I would like to thank this year’s Board. I felt at times we all got frustrated and needed to vent,
but was proud in the way that when each of us reached this point, the rest were already
there waiting to offer the right words at the right time as well functioning
Boards do. The strength of this Board lies in it’s willingness to work
together, the desire to focus on what needs our attention, and getting on
with the job. The diversity offered through all of you in this process is
amazing.
This AGM sees 2 of you taking a step back and choosing not to run again.
Leanne, you never seemed to think what you brought to the table
mattered, you were wrong. Your always spoke from your heart, with the
views of the user groups and wider community always front and centre. Whilst I will miss the
laughs of our 30, 40 50 minute phone calls, unfortunately I can’t confirm I will miss your
Lemonade, as you never ended up bringing any to the meetings. I know your plans have you
leaving the NT, but I hope you will return to visit or keep in touch through emails or social
media.
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Brenton, I know you will still be around and look forward to crossing paths on the reserve. I
am grateful for all the open discussions we had, and the walks around the reserve creating
lists of concerns for Scott to sort out, then decided on a plan of attack for the next issue to
arise. However, I am equally grateful you have recently stepped off the Polocrosse
Committee as I think you would have been a pain in the ass to deal with.
Jaz, we spend way too much time laughing but that’s how I like to operate. So I hope to
share more laughs moving forward. Having a second “Horsie Person” on the Board was of
high value, not all of you chase a rubber ball around and throw it between 2 sticks.
Then of course there are the three ladies we have been fortunate enough to bring onto the
Board this year. You kept me in line, and sometimes even Brenton. The enthusiasm, energy,
knowledge and skill you bring to this Board is remarkable. We as a community are lucky to
have access to you through this Board. I hope you hang around for a while. The discussions
around the Board table are always informative, often entertaining and sometimes, even a
little random. But by the time the discussion has ended, we are all normally in agreeance on
something and know we have the full support of the others at the table.
And Finally, Silke. You came onto this Board when the relationship between the Board and
Council was at a low point. You were part of the discussions and delivery of the review, over
saw the delivery of the NTG Grant Funding, offered guidance and insight when you thought
appropriate, and played a large part in mending the fractured relationship between us and
Council.
Many here today are likely unaware, but this is one of Silke’s last acts as an employee of
Litchfield Council. So I will take this opportunity to say, from all of us on the Board, Thank
you for the way you came onto the board and started working with us from day 1. We wish
you all the best in your new position with the Palmerston Council, but expect to see you
around the reserve with your family looking for the Waballies.
And so that’s it. 2019/20, Not sure what more it could have thrown at us, not really sure I
want to find out.
Thankyou.
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